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This is the sun all golden and round
That warms the rice in the fields around
This is the stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the fist that the grandmother shook
As she gave the clouds an angry look
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the cloud so stubborn and grey
That would not rain and would not go away
The cloud that was given an angry look
When the grandmother's fist shivered and shook
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the thud of the stick on the cloud
The thud! thud! thud! so firm and loud
On the cloud that hung so stubborn and grey
That would not rain and would not go away
The cloud that was given an angry look
When the grandmother's fist shivered and shook
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the rain that fell from the sky
When the cloud was hit by the stick raised high
The thud of the stick as it struck the cloud
The thud! thud! thud! so firm and loud
On the cloud that hung so stubborn and grey
That would not rain and would not go away
The cloud that was given an angry look
When the grandmother's fist shivered and shook
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the grandmother laughing inside
Watching the rain that is pouring outside
The rain that fell from the darkened sky
When the cloud was hit by the stick raised high
The thud of the stick as it struck the cloud
The thud! thud! thud! so firm and loud
On the cloud that hung so stubborn and grey
That would not rain and would not go away
The cloud that was given an angry look
When the grandmother's fist shivered and shook
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
This is the rice grown green again
Watered by the showers of rain
The rain that was watched pouring outside
By the grandmother laughing dry inside
The rain that fell from the darkened sky
When the cloud was struck by the stick raised high
The thud of the hit of the stick on the cloud
The thud! thud! thud! so firm and loud
On the cloud that hung so stubborn and grey
That would not rain and would not go away
The cloud that was given an angry look
When the grandmother's fist shivered and shook
The clever grandmother old but strong
Who works and works all day long
With the long thin stick that is used to pound
On the old grey stone where the rice is ground
The rice that grows in the fields around
Warmed by the sun all golden and round
The sun is all golden and round, warming the rice in the fields around.
The grandmother is old but strong, working all day long, pounding the rice with
a long thin stick on a old grey stone. Then comes the cloud stubborn and grey...

Read the story to find out what happened.
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